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ABSTRACT 
 
Indonesian traditional markets are marginalized due to difficulty to compete on the modern market. 
This can be seen in the decrease of growth and the ratio of expenditure in the traditional markets. In 
contrast, the modern market turnover showed an increase year after year. Although the government 
has intervened to protect the traditional market by means of regulations, suchs as zone establisment, 
the differentiation of products, scheduling opening hours, the traditional market conditions are still not 
sufficient to guarantee its survival. It is believed that Indonesian market laws have been shifting away 
from Indonesian socio-cultural values and tends towards a more capitalist paradigm. Therefore, this 
paper analyzes the ability of the Indonesian market laws to respond to the specific needs of the 
traditional market, while making sure that the laws are consistent with the provision on the socio-
culture as contained in the Constitution. It uses qualitative research methods with the judicial-
normative research and field research. Normative research is research based on the analysis of the 
legal norms as it is written in the books. Field research or observation is used to see what social-
culture happen at the market. As most of Indonesian market law tends to have a capital-oriented 
perspective, it is disconnected from its roots, the Indonesian social culture. This study propose a 
paradigm that the market not only as an business institution but also as social and culure institutions 
based on brotherhood which requires cooperation and mutual security. There are prescriptive law to 
maintain the existence of traditional markets in Indonesia, which optimizes the concept the regulation 
of cooperation between the traditional and the modern market economy based on Indonesia socio 
culture value.  
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A. Backround 
The existence of traditional market has been marginalized after the modern markets 
have been come to Indonesia.
1
 This can be seen from some of data which showed that 
number of traditional markets get decrease. Incontrast, the number of modern market get 
increase year after year. Some of datas showed:  
In 2007 the number of outlets modern retail was 10.365 and in 2011 become 18.152 
outlets, which it’s means that increased eight thousand or four stores per day. The number 
traditional market in 2007 was 13,750 outlets, in 2011 became 9,950 outlets, which it’s 
means that reduce 3,800 outlets, or 29 percent. In 2012 the number of modern market about 
10,000 and the number modern market is 14,000 outlets with details of 358 convenient stores, 
11 569 Minimarket, 1,146 supermarkets, 141 hypermarkets and 260 grocery or wholesale.
2
 In 
Jakarta for examples, growth of Indomaret rose significantly, with details 525 outlets (in 
2006), became 1,115 outlets (March 2009), became 1186 (July, 2010) and became 2162 
outlets (in 2011),
3
 while the traditional market rose stagnantly at 153 outlet since 2000. In 
2015, the traditional market amounted to 9559 while the modern market of 20,000. 
  
Table. 1.1 
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Comparison of Growth Modern Market and Traditional Market in Indonesia 
 
 
Some of researchs, recomendation, law policy and political will about traditional 
market have been done. Some of research told marginalized traditional market due to 
weakness of law enforcement, There are some of regulations to maintain traditional market 
like limited zone, product differentiation, limited time for modern market etc.
4
   
From law policy side,  the market supervision board has recomended to goverment 
through Desicion Number 03/KPPU-I/2000 to regulate and protect the traditional markets. 
This recomendation has been followed up by President Decree Number 112/ 2007 Regarding 
Arrangement Traditional Markets, Shopping Centers and Modern Stores and followed by 
Trade Minister Regulation Number 53/2008 Regarding Arrangement Traditional Markets, 
Shopping Centers and Modern Stores. Besides that, there are many local government have 
regulated local regulation to arrange and protect traditional market existence.  
The politicall side, goverment has revitalized traditional market by building the 
market like infrastructure, facilities gradually. In 2015, 1.002 there are traditional markets 
have revitalized with budget IDR 1,4 billion. In 2016, goverment will revitalize 1.000 market 
with budget IDR 1,7 billion by Center of Goverment,
5
 and there ara many market also have 
revitalized by local goverment.  
However, the existence of traditional market are still difficult to compete to modern 
market as mentioned data above. Traditional markets which have been revitalized by 
goverment haven’t the consumers interest yet. Some of data showed, some of market have 
revitalized like Nangka Bungur Market at Kalibaru, Center of Jakarta were not still interested 
by consumer. On the contrary, the markets were interested when those’re grungy, muddy. As 
well as Manggis Market and Pesanggrahan Market at South Jakarta, Kebon Bawang Market 
at North Jakarta, Kampung Duri Market at West Jakarta Barat also were not interested 
consumer after revitalizing.
6
 
Utami Ayunita dalam penelitiannya eksistensi pasar tradisional di Kab.Sleman (studi 
di pasar Pahing Desa Trihararjo Kec. Sleman Kab. Sleman) menyatakan selain keberpihakan 
pemerintah, faktor budaya, sosial dan ekonomi juga merupakan hal yang mempengaruhi 
eksistensi pasar tradisional di era globalisasi.
7
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Some of policy, especial law policy or political will above showed that protection to 
traditional market more emphasize from outside form. Therefore, this research want to see 
from inside form, namely to some of traditional advantages. To appear the traditional market 
advantages into market regulation in order to maintain traditional market besides solving 
from outside problem. One of traditional market advantages is market which based on social-
culture. It’s expected become basic and paradigm of market law making.  
Legal study that’s based on local wisdom has been there since the existence of the law 
itself. Classic to contemporary legal theory has been widely discussed the law as the values of 
society itself. Local wisdom consist of value, norm, knowledge which form legal system and 
solve any problem and it’s a measure in behaviour. While the values, norms, knowledge can 
be derived from the teachings of religion, belief, experience of the existing agreement in the 
community.  
Several studies have been done. I Nyoman Nurjaya (2008) examines the local wisdom 
in Tanganan Bali, which can successfully maintain the traditional village forest governance 
Pegrisingan Tenganan Bali. Keboromo community using local wisdom to overcome the 
corruption behavior. People in Bantaeng, Pinrang and Gowa use local wisdom to assist the 
police in solving the crime.
8
 
The data above showed law development at Indonesia can use local wisdom to the 
community. Becouse, law is the concretization of the cultural values of a society itself. 
Therefore every society always produces culture, law always exist in society and performed 
with the uniqueness of each. In this context, Wolfgang Friedman (1953) states that the law 
does not have any power in force universally. Law is not only a product of crystallization 
desire a group of people who have given the authority to make laws such as legislative or 
executive who formulate the regulations, but also the law is part of social behavior. In market 
context in Indonesia, local wisdom especial at the market need to be explored and formulated 
in norms or rule to maintain traditional markets.  
The result showed that price sensitivity has insignificant toward hedonic value. 
Shopping values are positively influencing satisfaction but utilitarian value plays a big role 
on this path. Moreover, the management should improve the necessity of customers to 
achieve shopping values,satisfaction and loyalty.
9
 
This study uses qualitative research methods with the judicial-normative research and 
field research as well as. Normative research do with analyzing the legal norms of law as it is 
written in the books
10
. The legal norms that will be studied are norms at Indonesian 
constitution, especially Article 33 The Constitution 1945. It also study about the principles, 
purpose and legal norms
11
 related to market regulation in Indonesia such as the Presidential 
Decree Number 112/2007 Regarding Arrangement Traditional Markets, Shopping Centers 
and Modern Stores and followed by Trade Minister Regulation Number 53/2008 Regarding 
Arrangement Traditional Markets, Shopping Centers and Modern Stores, Government 
Regulation Number 17/2013 Regarding Small Business Medium, Regional regulation 
regarding the market. Field research or observation
12
 is used to see directly social culture at 
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 According to Earl Babbie field research and “observation” are same. He said, this should become 
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market activities to strengthen the traditional markets in Indonesia. The field studies will be 
conducted at two (2) place i.e in Yogyakarta and Medan, North Sumatera. Both of areas have 
good local wisdom.   
 
Social Dimension in Indonesia Constitution 
Article 33 UUD 1945 is base of the economic Constitution of the Republic of 
Indonesia. Article 33 UUD 1945: (1) The economy shall be organized as a common 
endeavour based upon the  principles of the family system. (2) Sectors of production which 
are important for the country and affect the life of the people shall be under the powers of the 
State. (3) The land, the waters and the natural resources within shall be under the powers of 
the State and shall be used to the greatest benefit of the people. (4) The organisation of the 
national economy shall be conducted on the basis of economic democracy upholding the 
principles of togetherness, efficiency with justice, continuity, environmental perspective, self-
sufficiency, and keeping a balance in the progress and unity of the national economy. 
Based on Article 33 UUD 1945 many have argued that Indonesia’s economic system 
is socialist. The external factors, it can be seen from the history before leading up to 
independence which was made after the 1945 failure of the capitalist system (1950-1959). 
The condition can be understood from the geo-politics perspective that the Indonesian 
constitution favor of socialism. Internally, the chairman of the committee Indonesia 
Independence Supomo designer of the Constitution rejected the idea of individualism and 
take the brotherhood spirit that from Indonesian rural culture.
13
 
Socialism in Article 33 UUD 1945 can be seen on a fragment of a sentence 
explanation of the article is that “production by all, for all, under the leadership of the various 
institutions in society”. Article 33 UUD 1945 was Mohammad Hatta suggession, as 
understood by the idea of democratic economy through reading socialist books and more 
broadly associating with members of the Social Democratic Labour Party. Mohammad Hatta 
called the social system in the Indonesian constitution with socialist-cooperative. 
The concept of socialist cooperative coined Hatta admitted derived from of Islam 
values. Sources of Islamic teachings explicitly he conveyed in a meeting with party leaders, 
bankers and agricultural experts in New York, United States on June 6, 1960. In the next 
sentence was delivered, Hatta said that “socialist cooperative.... is derived from the Islamic 
teaching to put forward basic of justice and brotherhood as well as a high appraisal of the 
creatures of God.” 14 
To understand the social dimension in the Constitution, Article 33 UUD 1945 can be 
parsed based on seven keywords. Seven of the sentence is a “joint venture”, “family 
principle”, “dominate the life of the people”, “economic democracy”, “efficiency of justice”, 
“outonomy”, “maintain balance and national economic unity”. To understand of these seven 
words above are needed to see the social dimension in the legal market as economic 
institutions in Indonesia. 
First, the concept of helping each other. The concept of helping each other on Article 
33 UUD 1945 requires every person involved in the economy to help each other to make 
economic building with the benefits widely. As mentioned in the document composition 
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BPUPKI ... Indonesian people live in helping mutual. Indonesia’s economy based on the free 
will to the ideals of mutual help and joint venture, which will take place gradually with the 
developing cooperative. 
The attitude of helping each other is the cultural spirit of the Indonesian people.
15
 The 
principle of mutual help is a form of resistance from the perception of some founding fathers 
towards individualism and free competition. Individualism and free competition as the 
“culprit” of capitalism and imperialism, so it is natural that these values are kept away from 
the people of Indonesia.
16
 Individualism and free competition will only make the welfare of 
an individual and a handful of people, but aspired by the Constitution is the collective 
welfare. Welfare aspired to be achieved in the spirit of collectivism. Bung Hatta said: 
 
“According to him, the basis of the economy in the future getting away from the 
basic individualism and closer to collectivism, which is equally prosperous. Indeed 
kolektivismelah in accordance with the ideals of Indonesian life. Already ancient 
Indonesian society-as well as in other Asia-based society to collectivism, which is 
famous as the base for helping (gotong royong).” 17 
 
Second, the joint venture. Joint venture means a tool for sharing and complementary 
roles in order to improve the common welfare, although not with the same number. The 
emphasis on the welfare aspects together, although in different dimensions and levels mean 
rejecting any behavior of economic agents to discriminate, actors boycott to the weak 
economy and have a limited capacity of capital by a larger player. Cooperation in constitution 
is not intended to undertake unilateral cooperation for prosperity for most businesses, while 
in most other businesses suffer losses and marginalized. 
The phrase “joint venture” suggests that economic activity is an effort and activities 
carried on cooperation among the parties as stakeholders, businesses, consumers, 
governments and all involved in the field of the Indonesian economy. Instead, the economy is 
not willing to do economic development alone, unilaterally, a few people or only the parties 
and classes. Joint venture also means that Indonesia’s economy is based on the principle of 
cooperation. 
Third, family. Joint venture as referred to above do on family principles. The meaning 
of principle of the family can be understood in two (2) dimensions. First, the principle of 
family insists the preparation of the economic system on a joint effort based on a sense of 
helping each other, not compete with each other let alone leading or “kill” one another. Like a 
family, if the family is experiencing a loss will be felt and helped the other family. In 
economic terms, if one or a group of businesses experiencing difficulties and it will be felt 
marginalized and assisted by the actor or group of actors other business. Second, the principle 
of the family referred to above can be understood by the lay of Article 33 and the 1945 
Constitution as a rule for the big family of the Republic of Indonesia (read: Indonesia 
Nation). Kinship is a large family of the people of Indonesia. That the economy to be 
compiled is the economic development of Indonesia, not by and for others (read: other 
nations). 
Fourth, economic democracy. Article 33, paragraph 4 of the 1945 Constitution states 
the national economy is organized based on economic democracy. The sentence in Article 33 
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paragraph 4 is the result of the fourth amendment of the Constitution 1945.
18
 Economic 
democracy as that is almost parallel to the demands of social justice requires equality welfare 
possessions by weakening or eliminating major differences between the prosperity of the 
citizens or classes of people.
19
 This concept is called a democratic economy where production 
is done by all for all under the leadership or members of the community, the prosperity of 
society which is the goal and not the prosperity of per-person.
20
 
The principle of economic cooperation waives a big difference between business 
people, especially marginalized even shut down small businesses. As for what is meant by 
economic democracy is not concerned with the prosperity of the per-person or one group but 
rather the purpose and will of the people should be the guideline that many companies and 
income. Everything stems huge income on people's livelihood should be based on common 
property and is located under the custody of the people through representative bodies. 
Political democracy alone can not carry out equality and fraternity. Next political democracy 
must also apply economic democracy. Unless, the man is not yet independent, equality and 
fraternity do not exist, because the ideals of social democracy is democratic Indonesia, 
covering the whole environment that determine the fate of mankind. 
21
 The term economy of 
the people are opposed to the character of the colonial economy of slavery, suck, 
discriminatory, selfish and greedy. Strictly speaking, the economy is based on the idea of 
democracy in accordance with Article 33 UUD 1945, which is based on the economic 
understanding “togetherness and the principle of family” based on mutualism and 
brotherhood or in religious language is based togetherness (kejamâ'ahan and 
keukhuwahan).
22
 
Fifth, fair efficiency. Efficiency is a word that is economical. When word of 
efficiency coupled with economic justice means moral or social economy. Thus the 
constitution requires the Indonesian economy not only in the economic calculation as such 
but morality and social. The relationship of these variables in the economy is not only 
associated with the calculations that are economistic but also by moral and social missions. 
Therefore, the efficiency of justice are broad meaning. Fragment of the word "efficiency" in 
Article 33 UUD 1945 showed that in a democratic economic system is not only understood in 
a short term perspective and dimension of financial, but understood comprehensively in terms 
of attention to both qualitative and quantitative aspects, financial and non-financial, as well as 
aspects of environmental sustainability , Political democratic economy is not based on equity, 
growth and stability, but on justice, participation, and sustainability. Allocation mechanism in 
a democratic economic system, except for the branches of production that are important for 
the state and dominate the life of many, still is based on the market mechanism. But the 
market mechanism is not the only one. In addition through market mechanisms, allocation 
also encouraged to be held through the mechanism of joint venture (cooperative). The market 
mechanism and cooperatives can be likened to the two sides of the same coin, an allocation 
mechanism democratic economic system. 
Based on the principle of kinship Indonesian market system requires not only 
cooperation but also help each other and not the market system menggungguli the other 
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businesses to shut down due to not much less able to compete. Competition is a philosophy of 
prioritizing the interests of a (self-interest or personal profit) as the main feature of liberalism 
that gave birth to individualism. 
23
 While cooperation stems from the familiar togetherness 
(collectivity) which encourages the intention to continue to cooperate and work together to 
achieve the mutual-interest.
24
  
 
B. Social Dimensions Market settings to Act 
Indonesia has legislation relating to economic generally and market law specifically. 
Market regulation in the broad sense (read: economy) contained in Article 33 of the 1945 
Constitution as previously described and legislation level legislation such as Law Number 5/ 
1999, Law Number 25/2007 on Investment, Law Number 20/2008 on Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs). While the market arrangements are specifically contained in several 
regulations such as the Presidential Decree Number 112/2007 and the Regulation of the 
Minister of Trade Number 53/2008. 
 
1. Social Dimensions of the Act Number 5/1999 Concerning Prohibition of Monopolistic 
Practices and Unfair Competition 
Market regulation to the Law Number 5/1999 is on the prohibition of monopolistic 
practices and unfair business competition. Birth of Law Number. 5/1999 is motivated in part 
by the social dimension. Socio-economic of the birth of Law Number 5/1999 backed by 
unequal social conditions among the businesses. On the other hand, the birth of Law Number 
5/1999 can not be separated from the economic crisis that occurred in Indonesia in 1998 and 
the strategies of economic development at the time it was more oriented to growth rather than 
equitable distribution so that wealth just controlled by certain people. 
The social dimension Market Law Number 5/1999 can be seen from the objectives of 
competition law. The purpose of competition law in Indonesia contained in Articles 2 and 3 
of Law Number 5/1999, namely: 
1. Protect the public interest and increase national economic efficiency as one of the 
efforts to improve people's welfare. 
2. Create a conducive business environment through fair business competition rules in 
order to ensure certainty in trying the same opportunity for businesses large, medium-
sized businesses and small businesses 
3. Prevent monopolistic practices and unfair business competition posed businesses, and 
the creation of effectiveness in business activities 
The social dimension in the objectives of Law Number 5/1999 can be seen from: 
First, Law Number 5/1999 aims to protect public interests. The public interest includes all 
Indonesian people, including the interests of small businesses in the traditional market. In 
economic terms the public interest requires that the balance of market equilibrium businesses 
that exist in the market both businesses large, medium and small, and the market system that 
are manufacturer, distributor and retail markets. 
Second, the Act Number 5/199 aims for the welfare of the people. Sentence welfare of 
the people implies a competition organized not only the competition in the doctrine of 
keeping the competition as well as agreements that are prohibited, prohibited acts and abuse 
of dominant position, but the competition law after the welfare of businesses, including small 
businesses. That there are different paradigms oriented competition law to maintain 
competition without looking at small businesses, while the paradigm of Indonesian 
competition laws keep the whole society, including small businesses. Small businesses are an 
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integral part of the Indonesian people. Business competition law regulates the balance of 
business opportunities between large enterprises and small businesses so that all people 
obtain welfare. 
Third, realize the conducive business climate. The purpose of Law Number 5/1999 is 
not only protects competitive business climate, as the paradigm of competition law generally, 
but also protects the conducive business climate. A conducive business climate necessitates 
the presence of all types of businesses both large, medium and small live a comfortable life. 
The existence of traditional markets that have been around a long time and where most small 
businesses conduct business activity must be maintained in order to keep its business climate 
conducive to the existence of the modern market. 
Fourth, the certainty of chance to the same for all businesses (large businesses, 
medium and small). The goal of maintaining certainty the same for all businesses show Law 
5/1999 is not only oriented to maintain the conditions of competition as a paradigm of 
competition law in general but also protects small businesses. The different types and the 
ability of business is natural to create the conditions that need each other between large 
enterprises, medium and small are given equal opportunities to grow and develop. With a 
paradigm for the regulation of business competition in Indonesia not only regulate 
competition among businesses that have accrued to the balance (equal playing field) as a 
paradigm of competition in general, but the Indonesian competition laws also maintain the 
climate of competition from businesses that do not are equal (unequal playing field). 
Sentence of entire businesses large, medium and small on the purpose of Law Number 5/ 
1999 shows the purpose of competition not only regulates the position of businesses that one 
level but at all levels of businesses. 
Fifth, to prevent monopolistic practices and or unfair business competition. Sentence 
monopolistic practices and unfair business competition should be seen from the philosophy of 
the Indonesian economy. The purpose of Law Number 5/1999 not only crack down on the 
occurrence of monopolistic practices and unfair business competition, but also prevent it. 
Therefore, all efforts to take precautions as outlined in government regulation is part of 
prevention efforts. Sentences can be attributed to prevent monopolistic practices and unfair 
business competition in Indonesia’s economic paradigm can mean limiting the actions that 
can lead to the purpose of competition law is not reached. 
Differences purpose of competition regulation policies have an impact on the market 
in each country. In the United States (US) for example, competition law purposes paradigm 
shift the emphasis to the most vulnerable and the massive consumer. The consideration is 
based on the best course of action does not harm consumers. Therefore, if the traditional 
market determined who should be protected in the competition and given restrictions to the 
modern market, consumers should not be the ones most harmed by the existence of the 
policy.
25
 
The social dimension can be seen from the exclusion of Article 50 h and the 
Commission Regulation Number 9 /2011, which protects small and medium sized businesses. 
This can be seen in the exclusion clause of the Act Number 5/1999. Protection of traditional 
market in competition law can be seen in Article 50 letter h. Article 50 is the other provisions 
that are excluded from the provisions of Law No. 5 of 1999. Article 50 letter h reads: 
“Excluded from the provisions of Law No. 5 of 1999: Entrepreneurs who belong to small 
businesses. While that is a relatively small businesses contained in the letter “h” Explanation 
of Article 50 reads as follows: Entrepreneurs who belong to small businesses is referred to in 
Law Number 9/1999 and has now converted into Law Number 20/2008. 
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In philosophy, the social dimension of Law No. 5 1999 is the protection of small 
business is to protect small businesses from the behavior of unfair competition committed by 
the perpetrators of the larger business because small businesses have a strategic role in 
national economic development, because in addition to a role in economic growth and 
employment, also play a role in the distribution of development outcomes.
26
 
 
2. Social Dimension of the Law on Small and Medium Enterprises 
Generally, Law 20/2008 on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) regulating the 
definition, empowerment, guarantee and matters related to small business, micro and medium 
enterprises. According to Article 1 paragraph 2, Law Number 20/2008 on SMEs that is a 
small business is an economic enterprise productive stand-alone, conducted by an individual 
or business entity that is not a subsidiary or not a branch of the company owned, controlled, 
or be part either directly or indirectly from medium or large businesses.
27
 
The social dimension can be seen in Regulation Number 17/2013 on the 
Implementation of  Law Number 20/2008 on Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises The 
social form in Government Regulation Number 17/2013 with four (4) areas: (a) business 
development, (b), the Partnership, (c), Licensing and (d) the coordination and control.
28
 
In terms of business development do in the field of production and processing, 
marketing, human resources, as well as design and technology.
29
 While development 
activities conducted through data collection, identification of potential and problems, 
preparation of coaching and development program according to the potential and the 
problems encountered, the implementation of training and development programs and 
monitoring and controlling the implementation of the program through a cooperative 
approach, centers, clusters and groups.
30
 
The development of micro, small and medium-sized businesses by developing 
business networks and partnerships, conduct business efficiently, fostering innovation and 
market opportunities, expand market access, use of technology, improve product quality and 
sources of funding to the broader business. The development effort by people at least must 
give priority to the use of products produced by micro-, small- and medium-sized businesses, 
creating new entrepreneurs, technical and managerial assistance and consultation and 
mentoring.
31
 
The most important social dimension is a partnership. Partnership includes the 
transfer of skills in production and processing, marketing, financing, human resources and 
technology in accordance with a partnership consisting of a core-plasma, sub-contracting, 
franchising, general trading, distribution and agency, for the results, operational cooperation, 
joint venture (JV), outsourcing and other forms of partnership.
32
  
That partnership, nucleus-plasma, large business serves as the core, micro-enterprises, 
small businesses, and medium-sized businesses located as plasma, or medium-sized 
businesses located as the core, micro and small enterprises located as plasma. In the case of 
large businesses that expand their business in franchising provides the opportunity and the 
prioritization of micro, small enterprises and medium-sized businesses that have the ability.
33
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While a business partnership with a common trading patterns, can be done in the form 
of cooperative marketing, provision of business premises, or received a supply of micro-
enterprises, small businesses, and medium-sized enterprises by big business is done openly. 
Meeting the needs of goods and services needed by businesses large or medium-sized 
business is done by giving priority to the procurement of production of small business or 
micro-businesses which conform to the quality standards of goods and services needed. 
Setting payment system in the form of a partnership of general trade was done with no harm 
either party.
34
 
In a partnership for results, micro-enterprises, small businesses, and medium-sized 
businesses located as executor who run enterprises are financed or owned by large businesses 
or micro and small enterprises located as executor who run enterprises are financed or owned 
by medium-sized businesses.
35
 Each party is to partner with a profit sharing contribution in 
accordance with the capabilities and resources owned and agreed by both parties that partner 
with the size distribution of profits earned or losses incurred each party that partnered with 
the pattern of results based on agreement agreed.
36
 
Government and Local Government set great efforts to build partnerships with micro 
enterprises, small businesses, and medium or medium-sized businesses to establish 
partnerships with micro and small businesses. To build these partnerships and regional 
governments shall provide data and information on the micro, small, and medium-sized 
businesses that are ready to partner, developed a pilot project partnerships, facilitate policy 
support and coordinate policy-making and program implementation, monitoring, evaluation 
and control of public on the implementation of the partnership.
37
 To supervise the 
partnership, Business Competition Supervisory Commission (KPPU) is an institution that 
guided to conduct surveillance in accordance with the provisions of laws and regulations.
38
 
 
c. Social Dimension on Presidential Regulation Number 112 of 2007 on Management 
and Development of Traditional Markets, Shopping Centers and Modern Stores Social 
Dimensions of the Indonesian Trade Minister Regulation Number. 53/2008 on 
Guidelines for Planning and Development of Traditional Markets, Shopping Centers 
and Modern Stores 
Presidential Decree Number 112/2007 established pursuant consideration the 
development of retail trade in small and medium scale, modern retail trade sector on a large 
scale at a rapid pace, the traditional market needs to be empowered to be able to grow and 
develop in harmony, mutual need, mutual strengthening and mutual benefit. Moreover, 
Presidential Decree Number 112/2007 aims to create guidelines for traditional markets, 
shopping centers and modern shops load the norms of justice, mutual benefit and without 
pressure in the relationship between suppliers of goods with modern stores as well as the 
development of partnerships with small businesses, so as to create orderly competition and 
balance the interests of producers, suppliers, modern stores and consumers.
39
 
The social dimension of President Decree Number 112/2007 are as follows: First, in 
terms of business licensing khsususnya to obtain permits, traditional markets, shopping 
centers and modern store obliged to provide the results of feasibility studies including 
environmental impact assessment, especially the cultural aspects and the implications for 
traffickers local retail and plans a partnership with small businesses.  
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Second, structuring and market location. Incorporation of traditional markets, in 
addition to referring Spatial Planning District / City and Detail Spatial Plan Regency/City, 
including regulatory zoning also required to take into account the socio-economic conditions 
of society, the existence of traditional markets, shopping centers and modern shops and small 
businesses, including cooperatives there is in the area concerned.
40
 While the establishment 
of shopping centers and modern shops shall take into account the socio-economic conditions 
of society, the existence of traditional markets, small and medium sized businesses in the area 
concerned, pay attention to the distance between Hypermarket with the traditional markets 
that have been there before, as well as providing facilities which ensures Shopping Center 
and Modern stores are clean, sanitary (hygienic), safe, orderly and comfortable public 
spaces.
41
 
Third, the classification system of sales and other types of goods. Presidential Decree 
Number 112/2007 classifies the sales system and the type of merchandise Modern Stores. 
Modern shops with kind Minimarket, Supermarkets and Hypermarkets sell at retail to the 
type of consumer goods, especially food products and other household products. While the 
Department Store is a kind of consumption goods and clothing and accessories products 
primarily to the arrangement of items based on gender and/ or age level of consumer and 
wholesale wholesale selling consumer goods. 
Fourth, cooperation, supply of goods and working hours. Presidential Decree Number 
112/2007 obliges Shopping Center provides business premises for small businesses with a 
sales price or the cost of rent in accordance with the ability of small enterprises that can be 
utilized by small businesses through other cooperation in the framework of the partnership.
42
 
The business collaboration between suppliers and wholesale, hypermarkets, department 
stores, sepermarket, and network management Minimarket which contains the terms of trade 
should be clear, fair, equitable and mutually beneficial and agreed by both parties without any 
pressure. In terms of partnerships between small businesses with wholesale suppliers, 
hypermarkets, department stores, supermarkets, and mini-network manager, a cooperation 
agreement was done with no charge a registration fee of goods from a supplier of small 
businesses. Payments to suppliers of small businesses should also be made in cash, or for 
technical reasons it may be done within a period of 15 (fifteen) days after all billing 
documents received. No cash payment can be made along the way does not hurt small 
business suppliers, taking into account risk and interest costs for small business suppliers. 
Whereas, in order to create cooperative relations based on justice, mutual benefit and without 
pressure between Suppliers to Modern Stores, Government and Local Government can 
facilitate the interests of suppliers and Modern Store in order to negotiate cooperation.
43
 
Fifth, coaching. Government and Local Government to provide guidance and 
supervision of traditional markets, shopping malls and modern shops. For the traditional 
market of Local Government to provide guidance to seek alternative sources of funding, 
improve the competence of traditional traders and market managers, prioritize opportunities 
to obtain a place of business for traditional market traders who have been there before the 
renovation or relocation of traditional markets. While coaching Shopping Centers and 
Modern Stores, the Regional Government is expected to empower Shopping Centers and 
Modern Stores Traditional Markets in developing and overseeing the implementation of the 
partnership.
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The social dimension in the Regulation Number 53/2008 on Guidelines for Planning 
and Development of Traditional Markets, Shopping Centers and Modern Stores is to 
reinforce a few things:  
First, licensing requirements and distance. Requirements for the establishment of 
traditional markets or Shopping or Modern Store is the analysis of socio-economic conditions 
of society which includes the structure of the population according to livelihood and 
education, the level of economic income household, population density, population growth, 
partnerships with SMEs locally, local employment, resilience and growth in traditional 
markets as a means for local SMEs, the existence of social facilities and public facilities that 
already exist, positive and negative impacts caused by the distance between Hypermarket 
with the traditional market that has been there before as well as corporate social 
responsibility.
45
 
While the authorities implementing analyzes socio-economic conditions of society 
carried out by the agency/independent institution competent to do in the area concerned and 
the document is a supplementary document that is integral with the terms of the proposed 
permit the establishment of traditional markets Shopping Center or Shop Modern exept 
Minimarket.
46
 While in terms of distance determination establishment of markets should 
consider the location of establishment Hypermarket or traditional markets with Hypermarket 
or traditional markets that have been there before, a healthy business climate between 
Hypermarket and traditional markets, the accessibility of the area (traffic flow), support/ 
infrastructure as well as attention to the development new settlement.
47
 
Second, business partnership. Regulation Number 53/2008 split the partnership 
traditional and modern market in the form of joint marketing, provision of business premises, 
or receiving supplies from a supplier to a modern shop is done openly. Cooperation 
marketing is done in the form of manufactured goods to market SMEs are packed or repacked 
with the brand owner of the goods, modern stores or any other brand that was agreed in order 
to increase the sale value of goods or market products of SMEs through a storefront or outlet 
of modern stores.
48
 While the provision of business premises by the management of Shopping 
Centers and Modern Stores to SMEs by providing business space in the area or shop Modern 
Shopping Center. 
Third, empowerment and development of traditional markets. Traditional market 
management can be carried out by State-Owned Enterprises (BUMN), Regional-Owned 
Enterprises, cooperatives, private, government, and local government. Government and / or 
local governments either individually or jointly to empower the traditional market 
management by a professional management system.
49
 Coaching traditional market by the 
creation of management systems market management, training of human resources, 
consulting, facilitation of cooperation, development and improvement of facilities and 
infrastructure markets.
50
 Regulation Number 53/2008 prohibits every business conduct 
monopolistic practices and unfair business competition where assessment and settlement of 
violations of monopolistic practices and unfair business competition both among suppliers or 
fellow modern stores or between suppliers with modern stores conducted by the Business 
Competition Supervisory Commission (KPPU).
51
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Social Dimension in Practice Market in Indonesia 
In practice, the market activity in Indonesia is not only business activity that makes 
material gain sole purpose. But the market is a human entities that need each other as social 
beings, so as to form a community with a strong sense of family. It can be seen from the 
relationship between the seller to seller, the seller of the labor market. On the one hand, 
between business has dimension of competition in which each business operators want the 
products offered are purchased by consumers so as to obtain benefit. On the other hand, the 
relationship between the businessmen and other businesses are family ties of mutual help and 
mutual guarantee of life. 
It can be seen from the relationship between business actors greet each other, chatting, 
telling each other, help each other, mutual mempiutangi and mutual suffering businesses that 
notabenenya competitors in the business. Family relationships in each market has different 
roots. In some markets in Yogyarta are like in Bringhardjo Market, Market and Market 
Kranggan Giwangan that kinship is caused by the same feel as a newcomer in Yogyakarta. 
Market participants who were in some markets Yogyakarta mostly migrants from various 
regions, especially from Central Java and around Yogyakarta, such Purwokerto, Salatiga, 
Solo, and also from areas further away are like West Java, East Java, Bali, Sumatra, 
Kalimantan and Sulawesi. Feeling as fellow newcomers make businesses look for relatives, 
friends in order to survive in the land. 
Kinship in traditional markets is one of the social dimension is still very strong. 
Although selling the same product but among traders feel like family. Dimension family 
wants all businesses can gain prosperity together. If other businesses that acquire customers 
or profits do not shrink hi other business actors. The businesses believe that every person 
mempuyai sustenance each other or with the language “provision will not be confused” the 
term often used by market traders. 
Family relationships are also very visible when someone buys something in one place, 
instead of other business operators (and on the same product) helped find the product or to 
convince buyers to purchase such products even if not of her belongings. This suggests that 
the sense of kinship among businesses in traditional markets very closely. In Kranggan 
Market, Yogyakarta , social relationships by helping each other with the container shown a 
very strong organization. The relationship between the market participants such as the 
relationship of the family. If market participants neighbors after the other market participants 
provide assistance in the form of visits and material assistance. Likewise, if the market 
participants implement the thanksgiving celebration or other businesses also congratulated 
and help each other. 
The social dimension is very important is mutual guarantee among market 
participants. The realization brothers and sisters among businesses also mutual guarantees 
among businesses. Mutual guarantee among businesses are mutually guarantee the safety of 
the product and so on. Market Giwangan in Yogyakarta, if there are business actors are not in 
place, while buyers come, then other market participants who sell merchandise, or of at least 
ask the buyer to wait a bit so that the seller comes. 
 
Conclusion 
 The market in Indonesia is not only a place to meet buyers and sellers to do 
business relationship such as selling products, buying products, offer services and use 
services and so on, but the activity in the market have the social aspects are integrated into 
the culture of Indonesia. The social dimension contained in the market can be divided into 
three areas: (1). The market in Indonesia is not only a business entity that makes a business 
advantage the only goal, but the market is a human entities that need each other to form a 
community with a sense of kinship. Kinship in traditional markets is one of the social 
dimension is still very strong. Traders who sell products or even the same kind of products 
does not feel as a competitor. Conversely, despite selling the same product but among 
merchants feel like family. Dimension family wants all businesses can gain prosperity 
together. (2). The social dimension of mutual help is a derivative of taste brotherhood 
contained in Traditional Markets. Properly, a social being, the market is not contestation 
struggle for profit alone, away from the advantage that the desire among market participants 
showed an attitude of mutual help between one another. (3). The social dimension is very 
important is mutual guarantee among market participants. The relationship between 
businesses in the Market Tradisioal not only competing against one another, but also mutual 
guarantees. The realization brothers and sisters among businesses also mutual guarantees 
among businesses. Mutual guarantee among businesses are mutually guarantee the safety of 
the product and so on. 
 The social dimension in the market starting with the concept of ownership markets 
as public ownership. The market as a place of economic activity is a form of public 
ownership. The nature of the market as a public property aims to keep the public interest 
against the market that cannot be monopolized by a handful of people. With every person the 
opportunity to do the activity in the market will be able to realize the people’s welfare. The 
purpose of law is to create fairness among businesses to achieve economic goals ie welfare / 
human happiness together. 
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